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ABSTRACT 
{1, h I . . . . .  h.} is the spectrum of a stochastic matrix of order n + 1 ff and only if 
there exists ome real matrix B of order n with spectrum {h 1 . . . . .  h.} and some 
n-simplex S c R" containing the origin such that BS c S. This result appears 
implicitly in Ciarlet's work, and it provides us with a geometrical tool to obtain 
sufficient conditions for the nonnegative eigenvalue problem. We employ it here to 
generalize the sufficient conditions given by Kellogg. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The nonnegative igenvalue problem asks about the existence of some 
nonnegative matrix with a prescribed spectrum. The stochastic eigenvalue 
problem asks about the existence of some stochastic matrix with a prescribed 
spectrum. Johnson [3] proved that if the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue is 
normalized to be one in the nonnegative igenvalue problem, then the 
stochastic eigenvalue problem is equivalent to the nonnegative igenvalue 
problem. We will denote by P. the set composed of all those sets of complex 
numbers {A 1 . . . . .  A.}, where A 1 . . . . .  ,l. are considered unordered, such that 
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there exists some nonnegative matrix of order n with spectrum {)tl . . . . .  )t.}. 
And 1"/. will denote the set composed of all {)tl . . . . .  A.} ~ P. with )t~ = 1 
for some i = 1 . . . . .  n and I)tjl -< 1 for any j -- 1 . . . . .  n. 
In what follows we present a short history, as in Fiedler's paper [2], of 
sufficient conditions for a set of real numbers {)to, )tl . . . . .  )t.} to be in P.+ 1. 
By definition, a sum over the empty set is equal to zero. 
Suleimanova [7] announced and Perfect [5] proved that if {)t0, )tl . . . . .  )tn } 
is a set of real numbers where 
)to + Y'- )ti >I" O, (Su-Pe) 
i, A~<O 
then {)t 0, A 1 . . . . .  )t.} ~ Pn+l" Salzmann [6] improved this by showing that if 
)to >/)tl I> "'" >/)t. and 
1 n 
½()t, + ) t . , )  - -  E0)t jn+l j= 
n 
i=0 
i = 1 . . . . .  [n /2 ] ,  
(Sa) 
then {)t0, )tl . . . . .  )tn } (~ en+l. 
We present he conditions due to Kellogg [4] as in Fiedler's paper with a 
slight modification. Let A 0 >/)tl >/ "'" >I )t., and let r be the greatest 
integer with )tr ~ 0. Consider 8~ = )t. + 1-~ for i = 1 . . . . .  s = n - r. If  
K = {i ~ {1 . . . . .  min{r, s}}lA, + 8, < 0}, 
then 
)to + ~] (A, + 8,) + 8 h >i 0 for all 
i~K,i<h 
ao+ E(a ,+8, )+ 
i~K j=r+l  
h~K,  
(Ke) 
implies {A o, A I . . . . .  An} ~ P.+I- 
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Fiedler [2] showed that if )t o >t )t 1 >/ "" >/)t.  and 
n ln -1  
))t0 +)in + ~0)ts >/~ E I& +)t._,l, 
j= i=1 
(Fi)  
then {;to, )t I . . . .  , An} e Pn+I. 
Given any )t 0 >/)t 1 >~ ... >/)t, ,  Fiedler proved that if (Sa) is satisfied 
then (Fi) is also satisfied, if (Fi) is satisfied then (Ke) is also satisfied, and the 
converse is not true in any case. 
Therefore, of all these sufficient conditions for a set of real numbers 
)t o/> )t I >/ ... >~ )t n to be in Pn + 1, the most general is that given by (Ke). 
We present a generalization of (Ke) as follows: 
THEOREM 1, Let {)t0, ) t l , . . . ,  )t n} be a set of real numbers with )t o >/)t 1 
>1 ... >1 )t n. Let r be the greatest integer with )t r >10. I f  some partition 
Jl t3 ... u Js of j = {)tr+ 1 . . . . .  )t n} exists such that 
)t0 >~ )tl >~ "'" >/)tr >~ E )t ~ E )t>/ "'" /> E )t 
AeJ~ aeJ~_ l AEJI 
satisfies (Ke), then {)t 0, )t I . . . . .  )t,} ~ P,+I- 
NOTE. Theorem 1 has two antecedents for the case r = 1. Oliveira [8] 
studied the partition of J into two sets, one of them with only one element. 
Loewy (unpublished work) considered arbitrary partitions of J in two sets, 
obtaining Theorem 1 for the case r = 1. This is the first time that the idea of 
grouping the negative values has appeared. 
EXAMPLE. The set cr = {1, 0.6, -0 .3 ,  -0 .35 ,  -0 .45,  -0.5} does not sat- 
isfy (Ke). Consider, for instance, the partition J1 = { -  0.35, -0.5} t3 J2 -- 
{ - 0.3, - 0.45} of j = { - 0.3, - 0.35, - 0.45, - 0.5}. As 
t 0.6 -0 .75  = E A -0 .85  = E )t 
X e J2 x ~J1 
satisfies (Ke), then, by Theorem 1, Or ~ P~. 
We introduce some notation: For a matrix A = (atj) the entry in the ith 
row and j th  column is a i,. A real matrix is nonneeative if all its entries are j o 
nonnegative. By a stochastic matrix we will understand a column stochastic 
matrix, that is, a nonnegative matrix A of order n with Ei"--iaij = 1 for 
j= l  . . . . .  n. 
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The set {e 1 . . . . .  e,} will denote the canonical basis of R". The origin 
(0 . . . . .  0 )~R n will be denoted 0 n. If x=(x  1 . . . . .  x , )~R n and y= 
(Y l  . . . . .  Ym ) ~ Rm, then (x ,  y)  will denote  the point  
(x 1 . . . . .  x,, Yl . . . . .  ym) ~ ~n+m. Given two sets/t c R" and H c R m, J x 
H is the set {(x, y)[x ~ J ,  y ~ H} c gt n+m. Given any set H c R n, ConvH 
will denote the convex hull of H. 
Theorem 2 below appears implicitly in Ciarlet's work [1]. It provides us 
with a geometrical tool to obtain sufficient conditions for the nonnegative 
eigenvalue problem. In particular, we will employ it in order to reach the 
proof of Theorem 1. 
THEOaEM 2. {1, A I . . . . .  An} ~ ~'~n+l if and only if there exists ome real 
matrix B of order n with spectrum {A 1 . . . . .  A n} and some n-simplex S c R" 
with O" ~ S such that BS c S. 
Proof. Let A = (a 0 be any column stochastic matrix of order n + 1 
with spectrum equal {1, A1,.. " " - - t  n c R n+l • , ,~nl. l_e tt be the n-simplex with 
vertex set {e 1 . . . . .  e,+l}, and let x = (x 1 . . . . .  x,+l) t E R be a nonnegative 
eigenvector corresponding to 1. Consider an arbitrary n-simplex S c R" 
with vertex set {vl,.. . ,v ,+ 1} such that 0 n = /.,~,--,+ lffi 1x~v~ S .  Then, a unique 
matrix B of order n exists such that 
n+l  
Bvj= Y'~a~jv i for each j=  1 . . . . .  n+ 1. 
i=1  
The spectrum of B is {X 1 . . . . .  X,}, and BS c S. 
On the other hand, suppose S c R" is some n-simplex with 0 n ~ S, and 
B some real matrix of order n with BS c S. Let {v 1 . . . . .  v,+ 1} be the vertex 
set of S. For each j = 1 . . . . .  n + 1 we obtain the barycentric coordinates of 
Bvj referred to {v I . . . . .  v,+l}: 
n+l  n+l  
Bvj= ~a, jv~,  where a~j>10 and ~[~a~j= 1. 
t=1 tffi l  
It follows that if{A 1 . . . . .  A.} is the spectrum of B, then {1, A 1 . . . . .  A,} will be 
the spectrum of the column stochastic matrix A = (at j). • 
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2. AUXILIARY RESULTS 
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The next result follows easily from Theorem 2: 
COaOLLhaY 3. Let {A 1 . . . . .  h,} be any set of complex numbers, and let 77 
be any positive number such that {1, ~lh 1 . . . . .  ~Thn} ~ 1~,+ 1" Then there exists 
some real matrix C of order n with spectrum {hi . . . . .  h,} and some n-simplex 
T c R" with O" ~ T such that CT c (1/~)T.  
The following result is easy to prove. 
LEMMA 4. Let h,/3, 3' ~ R such that 
0, .<A</3 ,3 ,<1 and 1+h=/3+3, .  
Define 0 = - (1  - 3,)/(1 - /3). For each x ~ R" we have that in R n+l 
(i) the segment joining (x, 1) with (0", 0) contains (/3x, h), 
(ii) the segment joining (x, O) with (0 ", 1) contains (3,x, A0). 
We can prove now 
LEMMA 5. Let A,/3, 7 ~ R such that 
0<A</3 ,7<1 and l+h>~/3+ 7. 
Let B be a real matrix of order s, and S c R ~ an s-simplex with 0 ~ ~ S such 
that BS c /3S,  and let C be a real matrix of order t, and T c R t a t-simplex 
with 0 t ~ T such that CT c 7T. Consider the real matrix of order 1 + s + t 
A=hOBOC= B • 
0 
Then there exists some (1 + s + t)-simplex R c N l+~+t with 0 l+~+t ~ R 
such that 
AR c ( /3 + 3 , -  h )R  c R. 
Proof. 
(I) Suppose 1 + h= /3+ 3,. Let 0= - (1 -  3 , ) / (1 -  /3), and define 
the s-simplex S' = i × S × 0 t c R l+s+t and the t-simplex T' = 0 × 0 ~ × 
T c R x+s+t. Let 
R = Conv{S',T'} c Rl+~+t; 
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then R is a (1 + s + t)-simplex with 0 l+s+t  ~ R. We will show that ARc  R. 
It is enough to show that if v ~ R is a vertex of R, then Av ~ R. As the set 
of vertices of R is equal to the union of the set of vertices of S' and the set of 
vertices of T', then we only need to show that AS'  c R and AT '  c R. By 
using the hypothesis about B and C and Lemma 4 it follows that 
AS'  = A × BS × O t C A × /3S ×0 t C Conv{ S', O × O ~ ×0 t} cR ,  
AT '  =) tO×O ~ × CTcAO×O ~ × yTcConv{T ' , l×0  ~ ×0 t} cR .  
(II) Suppose 1 + A >/3 + y. Let 
x /3 ./ 
A'= /3' and y '= . 
/3+ y - ) t '  /3+ y - ) t '  /3+y-x  
Then l+A'=/3 '  + y ' . Le t  
1 1 
B' = "B, C '= "C, and A' =A'  ~B '~C' .  /3 + y - ,~  /3+y-x  
We can apply (I) and construct some (1 + s + t)-simplex R c R l+~+t with 
0 l+~+t ~ R such that A'R  ~ R. Then A = (/3 + T - )0A' is a real matrix 
of order 1 + s + t such that ARc (/3 + y - A)R. • 
Now we will generalize Lemma 5, obtaining a result that will be essential 
in the proof of Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 6. Let /~1 . . . . .  /~r, /31 . . . . .  /3r+l ~ •" Define 
r+ l  
Yi = E - Aj fo r  each i=  1 . . . . .  r .  
j= i+ l  j= i+ l  
Suppose 
0 <~ A i < ~,  % < 1 for  i = 1 . . . . .  r and 1 + 1~ 1 >I /31 + ~/1" 
For k = 1 . . . . .  r + 1, let B k be some real matrix of  orders(k),  and S k c R s(k) 
some S(k)-simplex with 0 s(k) ~ S k such that BkS k c /3k " Sk. Consider the 
r+ l  real matrix of  order r '  = r + ~.k= is(k) 
A - -A  1~' ' '  ~A~B~+ 1 ~ ' "~B 1. 
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Then there exists some r'-simplex R c [¢ r' with 0 r' ~ R such that 
AR a ( [31 + 1"1 - A1)R c R. 
Proof. Observe that 
1 "~- )¢r - -  [3r - -  1"r ~ ] q- (Xr_ I  - -  [3 r_ l )  q- }(r - -  [3r - -  1"r 
= 1 + l~r_ 1 - -  [3r -1  - -  1"r - I  ~ "'" 
>i 1 + A 1 - [31-  t'1>>-0. 
Therefore 1 + A i >t [3i + 1't for each i = 1 . . . . .  r. Define C~ = Br+ 1 and 
Cr_ j = )tr_j+ 1 ~ Cr_j+ 1 ~ Br_j+ 1 for each j = 1 . . . . .  r. 
Therefore A = C 0. The result follows by applying Lemma 5 repeatedly. 
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3. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We will use the well-known result that asserts that i f  H is a set composed 
{/~0, /~1 . . . . .  /~n} -- U {}It' J t}  ~- e t  =:~ {}(0, ~l . . . . .  /~n] ([~ en+ 1" 
i EL  
(b) Once this is established, we can assume that K = I. We consider two 
cases :  
(a) It is clear that for each i~L  =I -K ,  the set {A t,Jt} satisfies 
(Su-Pe) and hence {)%, Jr} ~ P~L+r I f  t = n + 1 - Y,i~ L(#Jt + 1)then 
I=(1  . . . . .  min{r ,s}},  and K=( i~ I I , I t+6t<O }. 
6 i= ~ A for i=1  . . . . .  s, 
of n complex numbers and H 1 tJ ... U H t is a partition of H with H t ~ P#tt, 
for  each i = 1 . . . . .  t, then H ~ pn. 
Define 
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Case 1: I f  r >~ s, then {)t . . . . . .  )t~} ~ Pr-s+l and therefore 
{ ;to, )tl . . . . .  As-l ,  J . . . . . .  J1} ~ Pn +~-r =* {)t0, )tx . . . . .  )t.} ~ P.+I" 
Case 2: I f  r < s, then we will modify slightly the partition of J by 
considering the new partition J1 tj ... tJ Jr u (U ~=r+ lJt). Let 
I 
8' 1=81~< "" ~<8' t_ l=St_ l~<St  
= 8 i ~< 8;+ 1 = 8 t ~< .-. ~ 8r+ 1 = 8 r 
i=r+l  
be an arrangement of {81 . . . . .  8r, l~=r+18 i} in nondecreasing order. By 
hypothesis )to >~ )tl >~ "'" >~ )tr >/ 8 s >/ 8 s_ 1 >/ "'" >I 81 sat i s f ies  (Ke); we 
will show that ;to >~ )tl I> "'" I> )tr >I 8"+ 1 >~ St' I--" "'" >~ 8~ also satisfies 
(Ke). As )th q- 8g ~< )th -[- 8h < 0 for each h = 1 . . . . .  r, we only need to 
prove that 
)to + g ()t, + a') + 8g >_. 0 
i<h 
for each h= 1 . . . . .  r+  1: 
For h < t we have 
)t0 + g ()t, + a') + 8~ = )to + g ()t, + a,) + 8h >i o. 
i<h i<h 
For h >~ t we have 
)to + E ()t, + 8;) + 8~ = )to + E ()t, + 8,) + 8; >i )to 
i<h i<h 
+ E( ) t ,  + 8,) + 8; >to. 
i<~r 
(c) Once this is established, we can assume that K = I and s = r + 1. 
Consider, if it exists, the maximum integer h >~ 1 such that r,~=h()tj + 8j+x) 
1> 0. Then consider the partition of 0- = {)to,. . . ,  )tr, Br+l . . . . .  B 1} by the 
sets 0" 1 = {)to . . . . .  )th-1, 8h . . . . .  81} and 0"2 = {)th . . . . .  )tr, 8r+1 . . . . .  8h+1}. 
Note that the elements of 0-1 and o'~ are in nonincreasing order. As or 
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satisfies (Ke), then cr 1 and cr~ also satisfy (Ke). That o" 1 satisfies (Ke) is 
obvious. In cr 2 we have for each t > h 
l~h "~- E (t~i "~- ~i) + ~t = ~ (~j "t'- ¢~j+l) -- ~ (~kj "l- ~j+l) ~J O° 
h<i<t j=h j=t  
;~0 <0 
Observe that if{A 0 . . . . .  Ah-1, Jh . . . . .  11} and {A h . . . . .  At, Jr+l . . . . .  Jh+l} are 
spectrums of nonnegative matrices, then { A0, A 1 . . . . .  An} ~ Pn + 1" 
(d) Once this is established, we can assume that K = I, s = r + 1, and 
Y"~=h(Aj + ~j+l) < 0 for each h >/1. Without loss of generality, the set 
{A0 . . . . .  Ar, 8r+1 . . . . .  ~1} is considered normalized with )t o = 1. Let/3~ = la~l 
fo r i=  1 . . . . .  r+  land  
r+l 
= E /3~ -- Aj for each i = 1 % r. 
j=i+1 j=i+l  
(1) By hypothesis 0 ~< h i </3,, Yi < 1 for i = 1 . . . . .  r. We explain some 
of the strict inequalities: First, 
r r+l 
l~i -- ~/i = Et~ j  - E /3j = (~j + ~j+l) < O" 
j=i  j= i+l  j=i  
Second, /31 = 1 would imply E~=l()ti + 8i+1)>/0,  which contradicts the 
hypothesis. Third, 
i ~ r+l 
1 + E (}Lt + ~t+l) + /~t + E ~t >j 0 =:~ "Yi < 1" 
t=l t=i+l t=i+l 
<0 = 7~ 
(2) As E~_ 0 At >1 0, then 1 + A I >I /31 + 71" 
(3) Coroll-ary-3 and (Su-Pe) imply that for t = 1 . . . . .  r + 1 there exists 
some real matrix B t of order #Jr = s(t)  with spectrum Jt and some 
s(t)-simplex S t c R s(t) with 0 ~(0 ~ S t such that BtS t c /3tSt .  
Now we can apply Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 to conclude that the set 
{1 = A 0 . . . . .  At, J1 . . . . .  Jr+l} belongs to l l .+  I. 
Theorem 1 follows from (a), (b), (c), and (d). • 
I thank the referee for  his comments. 
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